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4.1.1 Modular programming (I)
• To implement a big program, a “divide and rule/conquer”

strategy might be used, which it consists in dividing the 
program into different pieces called “Modules”.

• The modular design has followed two approaches:

• Modules represent a functional decomposition of the 
program. It is the traditional version (it will be shown in 
this subsection)

• Modules represent a decomposition of the data from the 
program. It is the version followed by the Object oriented 
philosophy.

• Following the first approach, modules are modeled by a 
collection of subprograms.
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4.1. Modular programming (II)
• Modular approach: divide and rule/conquer

Block of 
instructions 

Monolithic 
program

Main program

Subprogram 1 Subprogram 2 Subprogram 3

Modular 
program
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4.1.1 Modular programming (III)
• Example:
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (I)
• A Subprogram is an instruction block, identified by a name, 

which can be invoked by other programs or subprograms. 
• It represents an abstract instruction (function) which 

implements a specific task.

• Advantages:
• Information hiding
• It facilitates maintenance and error debugging
• It facilitates procedural abstraction
• It promotes code reuse
• It avoids the repetition of the same code a thousand of 

times over (inside a program)
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3.4.1. Functional modularization (II)
• A subprogram specifications consists of:

• The name of the subprogram
• The header: name and number of formal parameters, their 

order and types, as well as the number of results, their order 
and types. 

• A description of the function implemented.

• Example: subprogram “isIN”
name: isIN
Header: boolean isIN (int x, int[] list)

int    AND int[]       boolean
Description: search a number “x” inside a list of integers 
“list” and return if that element is inside the list (true/false)

• It is possible to understand the subprogram functionality 
without seeing its implementation
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3.4.1. Functional modularization (III)
• if a subprogram returns a unique value explicitly, it is called a 

“function”.  They are called subroutine o procedure, if they 
return more than one value.

• In Object Oriented Languages, subprograms are called 
“methods”.

• Extra results can be caused by modifying the subprogram 
parameters, instead of returning those results explicitily. By 
and large, we might have the following kinds of parameters:
• Input (in): It provides a data that is modified inside the 

subprogram.
• Input/output (in-out): It provides a data which is modified by 

the program.
• Output (out): It represents a result from the subprogram.
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3.4.1. Functional modularization (IV)
• A subprogram might have “implicit parameters” as non-local 

variable that are used inside the program. 

• A program might have “implicit results” (side effects) 
represented as modifications of non-local variables or in-out 
parameters.

• The behavior of a subprogram might be undefined for some 
parameters: abnormal end of a program.

• The results of a program might depend on its own history: lack 
of referential transparency.
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (V)
• In Java, the syntax of a method is:

modifiers return_type method_identifier (
type parameter_1, ..., type parameter_n){

---- block de actions ----
}

• Modifier: all methods we are going to define are class methods 
(we are not working with objects), so the modifier will be 
“static”.

• Return_type: It may be a primitive data or an object. If a method 
does not return anything, the type is “void”.

• Method_identifier: method’s name.
• Formal parameters: list with the data type and name of the 

input parameters

In a general way, we shall create an object to invoke a method and 
later, we shall use the operator “.” (point):

name_object.method(parameters);
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (VI)
• There are not nested methods
• There is only one main method (entry-point)
• There will be as many methods as needed:

class Example {
modifiers method1 ( ) {

– code of method 1--
}

....
modifiers methodN( ) {

– code of method N--
}
public static void main  ( String[] args) {

– code of method main--
}

}
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (VII)
• A subprogram’s structure is as follows:

int method1 (int x, float y){
---- local variables and data structures definition ----
---- Block of instructions defining the task of the method
return result;

}

• If the returned type is a primivite type or an object, there must 
be a “return expression ;”, where the type of the expression 
must match the data type returned in the header. 

• If the method returns nothing, then the returned type will be 
void.

• The instruction “return” ends the method.
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (VIII)
• Performance of a method

• A method is invoked from other method. The process 
starts in main method

Instruction 1;
Instruction 2;
Invoke method;
Instruction 3;

…
…
…
….
Instruction m;

Instruction 1;
Instruction 2;
…
…
…
…
Instruction n

Main method

method
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (IX)
• A subprogram behavior is as follows:

– Over a program execution, if a subprogram is invoked 
(called) an activation of the program is created. 

– When the execution of that subprogram is over, that 
activation is removed.

– if another subprogram is invoked then another activation of 
the program is created.

– Thousands of activations may be activated over a program 
execution.
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (X)
• A developer defines a subprogram as a static property

float fn(float x, int y) {

final int INIT_VAL = 2;
final int FINAL_VAL = 10;
float [] m;   int n;
.
.
n =INIT_VAL;
If (n < FINAL_VAL) { . . . };
return (20*x + m[n]);

}

• We may see a subprogram as a template which provides the 
necessary information to generate activations.
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (XI)
• After compiling a subprogram definition, the template 

generated to represent every activation is as follows:

Figure: Structure of the activation of a subprogram

Prologue (to create an activation 
record)

Executable code representing the 
instruction

Epilogue (to remove the activation 
record)

20
10
2

Return address 
+ Other links

Result returned by fn
x : parameter
y: parameter
m: local variable 

n: local variable 

Code segment for fn (static 
part).

Stack frame: Activation 
record (Template– dynamic 
part)
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (XII)
• While generating an activation record, over its execution, we 

may distinguish a dynamic part from a static part.

• The structure is like this: 

• There is only one code segment in memory for each 
subprogram; the activation records are created (invoking a 
method -- prologue) and removed (return of a method --
epilogue) in a dynamic way.

Code segment 
for fn

Activation 
record

Activation 
record

static part
dynamic part
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (XIII)
import java.util.*;
class Circle {

public static void main(String[] args) {
double radius, perimeter, area;
Scanner leer=new Scanner (System.in);
leer.useLocale(Locale.US);

// Leyendo el radius
System.out.print(“Insert the radius: ”);
radius=leer.nextDouble();
System.out.println(“The radius is: " +radius+" units");

// Computing perimeter and area
perimeter=calculatePerimeter(radius);
area= calculateArea(radius);

// Output
System.out.println(“The permiter is: " +perimeter+" units");
System.out.println(“The area is: " +area+" units^2");

} // End main
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (XIV)
public static double calculatePerimeter(double radius) {

double value;
value=2.0*Math.PI*radius;
return value;

} // End of method calculatePerimeter

public static double calculateArea(double radius) {
return Math.PI*radius*radius;

} // End of method calculateArea

} // End of class The return type must match with the type of 
the variable returned
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4.1.1. Functional modularization (XV)
• Representation of the modular structure of software. 

Structure diagrams, example:

• Each block computes a task (cohesion)
• Reach of variables: local and global variables, side-effects 

Main program

calculateArea calculatePerimeter
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4.1.2. Global and local variables
• Global variables: 

– Accessible from every part of the program and can be 
used inside every subprogram

– Disadvantage: Side effects
Example:
Class Prueba {

static int global = 1; // global variable 

public static void main(String[] args) {
metodo_1();
System.out.println(“In main:" + global);

}
public static void metodo_1() {

global++;
System.out.println(“Inside metodo: " + global);

}
}
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4.1.3. Parameter passing (I)
• Subprograms can share information (literal values, variables or 

objects) in different ways:
– By means of global variables and objects; or
– By means of the values of parameters

• The first way allows several program to share the 
same data. Modifications remain over time.

• The second way is more useful when different 
values are passed to the subprograms.
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4.1.3. Parameter passing (II)
• Formal parameters: paramaters in the header of the 

subprogram. They might be considered as local variables (they 
are even more than that). For example:

float  fn(float x, int y) {. . . }
• x and y are formal parameters
• Actual parameters: data transmitted to the subprogram when 

invoking the subprogram:
fn(2*z, 3);

• An actual parameter might be any valid expression:
– A local data
– A global data
– Every data returned by a subprogram
– ……
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4.1.3. Parameter passing (III)
• Note: It is common to call a parameter “argument”
• There is a link between actual and formal parameters. There is 

two ways to relate them:

o Matching by position: The parameters are associated 
through their relative positions

fn(2*z, 3);                  float  fn(float x, int y){. . . }

o Matching by explicit nomination: Every formal parameter 
name is associated with the actual parameter

fn(y=>3, x=>2*z);

The order of the parameters does not matter in this case.
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4.1.3. Parameter passing (IV)
• There are different ways to pass parameters through a 

subprogram call: 
• By name, by value, by reference, by value-result and by 

result.
• Let’s focus on by value and by reference.

By value: the actual value is evaluated and copied in the formal 
parameter.
While the execution of a subprogram, formal parameters 
work as local variables. 
Any modifications of the formal parameters are missed 
after ending the method.
This is the easy way of implementing the parameter passing 
but also, the more inefficient in terms of time and memory. 
It has been implemented for may programming languages. 
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4.1.3. Parameter passing (V)
• By reference: The formal parameter is initialized with the 

address of the (data stored by) actual parameter.

• Parameter passing by reference works as follows:

1) We have a subprogram calling another subprogram, every actual 
parameter of the program calling is analyzed, obtaining a list of pointers 
(memory addresses where the analyzed parameters are).

2) The called subprogram takes over and the activation record is generated.

3) In the called program, by means of the pointers we can access the values 
of actual parameters and modify their values.

4) When the subprogram is over, modifications remain for the subprogram 
calling.
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4.1.3. Parameter passing in Java (VI)
• In Java parameter passing is always by value
• This rule is for variables both applied to primitive data and 

objects (including arrays and strings). 

address X

Y

referencePoint

80

23

Remark.
In java there are 2 types of 
variables: for variables and 
references to objects.

Variables in Java do not contain 
objects,  but references to 
objects

object Point

Point referencePoint =  new Point(23, 80);
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4.1.3. Parameter passing in Java (VII)
• Primitive data variable 

• A copy of the variable value is passed
• Modifications of this copy do not affect to the original one.

• Variable referring to an object reference:
• A copy of the variable values is passed, which is the 

address (reference) of the object.
• When the subprograms ends, the reference will not have 

changed. The parameter is still referring to the same object.
• Nonetheless, the values of the object referenced might have 

changed. 
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3.4.3. Parameter passing in Java (VIII)
Example modifying an object

class Parameters {
public static void main(String [] args) {
int num1;
double num2;
double [] num3 =new double [1];
num1=1;
num2=4.5;
num3 [0]=5.1;
System.out.print(“Original values: ");
System.out.println(num1+" "+ num2+" "+ num3[0]);

change(num1,num2,num3);
System.out.print("Values after changes:");
System.out.println(num1+" "+ num2+" "+ num3[0]);

} // End main method

1         4.5           5.1

1          4.5          9.1
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4.1.3. Parameter passing in Java (IX)

public static void change (int a, double b, 
double [] c) {

a=5;
b=7.2;
c[0]=9.1;
System.out.print("Values inside the method: ");
System.out.println(a+" "+ b+" "+ c[0]);

} // End method

} // End class

Original values: 1 4.5 5.1
Values inside the method: 5 7.2 9.1
Values after changes: 1 4.5 9.1

1  4.5  5.1

5 7.2 9.1
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4.1.3. Parameter passing in Java (X)

cadenaMain before the call = inicio
variable_method = cadena_auxiliar
cadenaMain after the call = inicio

• Example: Copy without modification
public class ParamObj {

public static void main(String[] args) {
String cadenaMain = "inicio";
// Equivalent to String cadenaMain = new String("inicio");
System.out.println(" cadenaMain before the call = " + cadenaMain);
metodo_1(cadenaMain);
System.out.println(" cadenaMain after the call = " + cadenaMain);

}
public static void metodo_1(String variable) {

String aux = "cadena_auxiliar";
variable = aux;
System.out.println(" variable_method = " + variable);

}
}
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4.1.3. Parameter passing in Java (XI)

1000300cadenaMain

2000

Object 
“cadena_aux”

1000500variable

1000

700aux

Object “inicio”

2000

1000300

2000

Object 
“cadena_aux”

2000500variable

1000

700aux

Object “inicio”

2000

variable = aux;

cadenaMain

The change made inside the method does not affect to the original object

Copy of 
cadenaMain

Memory address 
for  the object

Memory address 
where value for 

cadenaMain is stored

Memory address 
for  the object
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4.1.4. Method overloading (I)
• Some lenguages, among others Java, allow using the same identifier

of a method for other methods. This capabilitiy is named method
overloading. The difference between methods is marked by the
parameters list, using a different number of arguments or different
data types.

• The name of the method along with the type, order and number of
parameters is the “method signature”. The return type of the method
is NOT part of the signature. To consider method overlading, it is
necessary that the same for all method but different type and/or
number of paramters. Overloaded methods can return different data
types, however, this fact is not enough to distinguisth between two
versions of a method. Example:

int method_1(int variable_1)
int method_1(double variable_1)
int method_1(int variable_1, double variable_2)
int method_1(double variable_2, int variable_1)
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4.1.4. Method overloading (II)
• Versions of this example:

1. int method_1(int variable_1)
double method_1(int variable_1)

2. int method_1(double variable_1)
double method_1(int variable_1)

• In the first case a compilation error happens, because both methods
because a method cannot be redefined changing the return type(int
first case and double second case). This is NOT overloading

• In the second case, everything is perfectly defined because the
arguments types are different. If this condition is true, then returned
type is not relevant.

• Utility of overloading: Repite the same task but using different data
types, (in this case, the second one makes not too much sense)
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4.2.1. Introduction (Files)

• We have already spoken about functional abstraction

• In this chapter, we will work with data abstraction and 
particularly, data structures and the way of storing information 
in secondary memory 

• Concept of data abstraction 
– Abstract data types
– Data structures
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4.2.2. General concepts (I)
• Primitive data type, data structure and abstract data type 

(ADT)

• A class is an implementation of an ADT

Primitive data

Primitive data

Data structure

Operations

Abstract data 
type
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4.2.2. General concepts (II)
• A data structure is an entity composed by a set of components 

(primitive data or other data structures).

• The collection is identify by a unique name. 

• It is possible to access each component of the collection in an 
individual way 

• Components can be:
- From different type (heterogeneous): Records (registros) or 

structures
- All from the same type (homogeneous): Arrays (Matrices)
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4.2.2. General concepts (III)
• Structured data can be stored in

- Primary memory (RAM)
- Secondary memory (file)

• Here we will see:
- Heterogeneous data structures (not in Java because objects         

would be necessary)
- Homegeneous data structures 

* Arrays
* String 

- Files (data structures in secondary memory)
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4.2.2. General concepts (IV)
• Example of a heterogeneous data structure using data from a 

student:
Name StudentRecord:

-Name: string
-Surname1: string
-Surname2: string
-Course: int
-Mark1: double
-Mark2: double

• In Java it is necessary to create a class to represent this data 
structured. For simplicity we shall see how to implement it in C++ 
because this is not necessary.
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4.2.2. General concepts (V)
#include <iostream>
#include <string>

using namespace std;

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

struct StudentRecord{
string name;
string surname1;
string surname2;
int course;
double mark1;
double mark2;

};

Definition of a record as 
new data type
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4.2.2. General concepts (VI)
StudentRecord student1;

//Entrada de datos
cout<<"Insert name: ";
cin>>student1.name;
cout<<"Insert surname1: ";
cin>>student1. surname1;
cout<<"insert  surname2: ";
cin>>student1. surname2;
cout<<"insert course (1 to 4): ";
cin>>student1.course;
cout<<"insert first mark : ";
cin>>student1.mark1;
cout<<"insert second mark: ";
cin>>student1.mark2;

Use of the new data type to
create a variable of this type
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4.2.2. General concepts (VII)

cout<<endl<<“Data output"<<endl;
cout<<“Name of the student: "<<student1.name;
cout<<“Surname1 of the student: "<<student1. surname1;
cout<<“Surname2  of the student: "<<student1. surname2;
cout<<“Course: "<<student1.course;
cout<<“Average mark: "          

<<(student1.mark1+student1.mark2)/2.0;

}  
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4.2.3 Files
• Most of times it is necessary to work with huge amounts of 

information which have to be stored in non-volatile memory.
• Sometimes, the information receibed has a complex structure 

and cannot be inserted in an easy way when needed.
• Somentimes data processing is complex and involves a high 

computational load, for that reason, it is not possible to 
execute the program when any data is needed.

• Indeed, the information computed is so complex that cannot be 
visualized in a screen or the user has to read it many times.

• The use of temporary files is usual for processing information, 
due to the información used cannot be stored in primary 
memory.

• In all these cases, files (ficheros or archivos) are necessary.
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4.2.3.1 Introduction (I)
• From a high level abstraction, a file can be considered as a set of 

structured data manipulated as a whole 
• Files are organized in basic unitsm all of them with the same structure, 

called records which are composed by fields.

Fichero

Registros

Campos

File

Records

Fields
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4.2.3.1. Introduction (II)
• Thus, a file is a set of records composed by fields.
• Each record is usually composed by several fields which store 

diverse information (structured data). For example, the different 
data of an employee in a company could represent the fields of a 
record. These fields could be:

• ID
• Name
• Address
• Phone number
• Category
• Salary

• The ID could be an integer, the Name and Address strings, the 
Phone number an integer or a String, the Category could be a 
represented by a character and the Salary could be a real 
number.  
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4.2.3.1. Introduction (III)
• In the previous example, a file of employees would contain the 

information of a company using a record for each employee and 
a set of fields for each element of information of each employee.

• In order to retrieve easily specific records from a file, at least 
one field is selected as record key.

• A record key identifies a records as belonging to a concrete 
entity and as different with respect to the rest of records of the 
file.

• In the preivous example, the ID of the employee would be 
selected as record key. To search and retrieve a specific 
employee (record) within a file, we should find the record whose 
key is what we are looking for.  
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4.2.3.2. Classification of files (I)
• As files are implemented on secondary memory, the type of file is 

related to the physical device on it is implemented. Firstly we will see 
the different types of phsycial mediums where data are stored:

– a) Sequential devices 
– b) Random access devices

• Secuencial devices allow access in a sequential way, and to accesa a 
precise position it is necessary to access the previous, i.e., the 
information (the records) is stored sequentially.

• Random access devices allow the direct access to a specific position. 
These devices are organized to access to each position by an address. 
In these devices, records must include a key field. Through this key 
value, the system will compute the address where the record is located. 
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4.2.3.2. Classification of files (II)
• Considering files like an entity, we can classify them according to the 

type of organization. The organization defines the way in which the 
records are distributed on the storage medium or the way in which the 
data are structured within the file.

• Three possible classifications:
– Sequential organization
– Direct or random organization
– Indexed sequential organization

• In the sequential organization the file is a sequence of records where to 
access to a record n it is necessary access the n-1 previous. The order 
in which the record were stored is the order they are read. There exists 
a special record, the last one,  that indicates the end of the file. This 
record is usually named EOF (End Of File). A file following this 
organization can be implemented on a sequential or direct device.
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4.2.3.2. Classification of files (III)
• In the direct organization the physical order of records does not 

correspond to the logic order. The access to a record is made through 
its position (place occupied), not through its order.

• It is possible to access to the record required if its position within the 
file is known and we indicate the movement to this precise position. In 
this kind of organization it is possible to read and write in any order.

• To know the record that we have to access, it is necessary to use the 
information provided by the key field.

• A file implemented following direct organization should be implemented 
on a random access device.
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4.2.3.2. Classification of files (IV)
• In the indexed sequential organization the information is organized 

using two files. One of them, the data file, contains the information 
totally  ordered according to the key field. This file should allow direct 
access.

• To access to the records of this file, another file is necesssary,the 
indexes files, which follows sequential organization and stores indexes 
defining “zones” of the data file.

• Thus, through the key field, it is possible to locate in the indexes file the 
zone of the data file where the expected record is. This zone is 
accessed in a direct way and later traversed sequentially till the the 
record is found (or not).

In general we can distinguish only between sequantion organization 
and direct access. Therefore we only speak about sequential files or 
direct access files.
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4.2.3.2. Classification of files (V)
• File can also be classified according to the format used to save 

information. There are two options:
– Binary files
– Text files

• Binary files are those whose content are sequences of binary digits.
Binary files are designed to be read from a program, but the can’t be
directly read from a text editor.

• Text files are those whose content is a sequence of characters and 
therefore they can be read with a text editor. 

• A comparative table:
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4.2.3.2. Classification of files (VI)
Text Binary

Can be moved from a computer to 
other

Depend on the computer, they can be 
only read in the same type of computer 
where they were created.

Can be read using any text editor, 
being inteligible for people

Can only be read and write by a program. 
If we edit a binary file, it is impossible to 
understand the text.

Data must be transformed into 
bytes

Data are stored in the same way as in 
primary memory. Each element is stored 
as a sequence of bytes.

Its computational cost is higher 
and consequently, more inefficient

They are processed in a more efficient 
way, because the systems has not to 
convert text to bytes, that is what is 
finally processed by the computer.
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4.2.3.2. Classification of files (VII)
• Every type of file is different and depending on its characteristics it is 

necessary to choose one or another.

• For example, an auxiliar file in a mathematically intensive program a 
binary file is more interesting, because its content will not be edited, 
only read by the own program, and the final result of the program is 
computed faster. However, to print results a text file is necessary (or if 
we need a simple mechanism to exchange information between 
systems).

• Summarizing:

According to its format, we have 
binary or text files

According to its format, we 
have sequential or random 

access files
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4.2.3.3. Operations on files
• From a semantic point fo view, the most usual operations that can be 

performed on a file are independent of any programming language. A 
possible classification is: 

• Creation (of the file)
• Openning (of the file)
• Search (of a record)
• Modification (of a record)
• Insertion (of record)
• Removing (of the file)
• Elimination (of a record)
• Closing (of a file)
• Moving (around the file)
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4.2.3.4. Read/Write to/from a file (I) *
• Java considers files as streams of bytes. Every file finishes with a m

EOF or with a specific number of bytes determined by a data struct
managed by the system. When a file is open, then it is necessary
create an object and associate a stream to this object.

• Java does not oblige files to have a structure, thus, the concept
record does not exist. Thus, the programmer have to design
structure of files from the logic point of view.

• The way of managing files in Java is not so strict like in ot
languages.

• We will consider:
• Text files 
• Randon access files

• But, first of all, the class File will be commented.

* In CampusVirtual a summary of the main classes for implementing files in Java 
can be found
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•Class File: auxiliar class useful for operating with files.

• Theis class does not work with streams like most of classes define
java.io. It works directly with files and the filesystem.

• An object File is used to obtain or modify information associated wit
file, for example, permissions, time, date or folder, or to navegate acro
the hierarchy or folders.

• This class is useful to retrieve information about a specific file or fold
An important utility of this class is the capability of knowing if a file exi
or not. With the class File we could check if a file exists and then decid
we open or not a file, or at least, alert the user that the content of the
could be removed.

4.2.3.4. Read/Write to/from a file (II) 
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To use the class File, it is necessary to create an object using the 
constructor:

File (String name)

name will be the name of a file or folder, incluiding the path where is 
located. By default we will be working on the working directory.

Example of creation of an object of the class File associated with a file:
File fich = new File(“datos.dat”);

This declaration is also possible:
String cadena=“datos.dat”;
File fichero=new File(cadena);

More constructors can be found which include the folder

4.2.3.4. Read/Write to/from a file (III) 
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Come methods of the class File:

exists(): returns true if the argument name passed through the 
constructor of the class File is a file or directory available in the 
specified path. It returns false, otherwise.

getName(): returns a String with the name of the file or directory.

length(): returns a long indicating the file length in bytes.

delete(): Removes the file or directory. It returns true if the removal 
was performed as expected, or false if it was not possible to delete i

Let see how to write/read in/from a text file 

4.2.3.4. Read/Write to/from a file (IV) 
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4.2.3.4. Read/Write to/from a file (V) 
Text sequential files (from Java version 5)

Reading:
Syntax:

Scanner entrada;
entrada= new Scanner (new FileReader(name));   or
entrada=new Scanner (name) ; 

Exceptions thrown by the constructor:
FileNotFoundException

Methods
close(): After using a file, this must be closed
useLocale (Locale.US)
next () y nextLine() ; nextInt(), nextDouble(), nextFloat(),…
hasNextInt (), hasNextDouble (), hasNextFloat (), …. 

Return true if the following element of the file can be read a   
integer, double, float, etc.

String or a object of class File

An object of class Fil
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Example to compare the way of reading using the keyboard shown in unit 2.

import java.util.*;

class ES {
public static void main(String [] args)                            

{

Scanner sc = new Scanner 
sc.useLocale(Locale.US);
System.out.print("insert a text: ");
String cad1=sc.nextLine();
System.out.print("insert a text with no blanks: ");
String cad2=sc.next();   
System.out.print("insert a double: ");
double d=sc.nextDouble();
System.out.print("insert an integer: ");

int i=sc.nextInt();     ..........}}

(new FileReader (“datos.txt”))

throws FileNotFoundException

import java.io.*;

4.2.3.4. Read/Write to/from a file (VI) 
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4.2.3.4. Read/Write to/from a file (VII)
• Writing within text sequential files

– Class PrintWriter
• Syntax:

PrintWriter salida;
salida = new PrintWriter(new FileWriter(name))

FileWriter (name, add)
Add could be true or false

• Excepctions thrown by the constructor:
– IOException

• Methods
– println ()
– print ()
– printf ()

• close() the file. IOException can be thrown

String or an object of the class File
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